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I’ve been eager to get my story out there so I can begin to network with more like-
minded people and businesses because one thing I have learnt is that this journey
can be lonely at times so community and connections are important keys to thrive.

From disconnecting from friends to making some big life changing decisions it
hasn't always been an easy path. As we are now beginning to see the world for
how it really is I hope many others will now see the importance of this way of living.

This book comes from my own personal experiences. I am no nutritionist, doctor or
scientist but I truly believe that I can share with you a new way of living that you
may not know  exists. Or if you're already on this spiritual path, I hope to give you
some inspiration, strength and hope if you're maybe feeling a bit lost, lonely,
overwhelmed or misunderstood right now.

My life has changed so much in the last few years since a Kundalini Spiritual
Awakening in 2017. Not only had I had this incredible internal shift where I now felt
different, my whole outlook on life had changed and I could see so clearly. 

I’ve been learning how important it is to stay in alignment with this path if I wanted
to keep feeling my best-self and improving my health. By following this clear inner
guidance and delving deeper into many new topics I was soon realising the serious
need to heal myself and my family whilst trying to navigate this new way of being.
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The initial
transformation
was huge but

little did I know
that this was just
the beginning of
an incredibly eye
opening journey!

https://www.gaia.com/article/kundalini-awakening-signs


I became so inspired and overwhelmed
by all the new information I was learning
and channelling daily so it's taken me a
while to figure out how best to share it
without sounding too crazy! Not only
was I gaining clarity about this new way
of being, I was also having to come to
terms with how wrong the world had
become and how there was a mass
awakening going on right now.

The more I was channelling and
receiving through meditation and
creative work the clearer things were
becoming. This was a collective mission
where millions of people had woken up
in some way or another and were now
embarking on this new path. A path
where we are ready to speak our truth
sharing all this knowledge, guidance
and wisdom whilst helping others to
reconnect with and amplify their power.
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My calling is to help women,
children and families. Women who
are like I was before this all
happened to me. Women creating
families who need more love,
support, connection, energy and
excitement. Families ready to feel
empowered as they rediscover the
keys to a happier, healthier and
more abundant, positive future. 

I am writing this from my perspective,
no one else’s. I believe that I was
given a great opportunity by being
shifted to this higher state of
consciousness which has opened so
many new doors for me. I have
absolutely zero interest in any
negativity, debating or arguing, I am
sharing this to help others and I hope
my story spreads some light.

https://www.7thsensepsychics.com/stories/psychic-channeling/


Before this happened to me, I really didn’t think I had that many issues. I thought I
was pretty healthy and happy because I enjoyed life, I was grateful for everything
that I had and thankful for all of the love that surrounded me.

However, looking back, my life had become a constant struggle and I definitely had
many internal battles and health issues which had built up throughout the years. 

'Waking up' enabled me to look back at my life from a totally new perspective,
showing me where I was going wrong and how unbalanced and unhealthy my mind
and body had become. I was reliant on prescription medication and creams to
control skin issues and I was addicted to the buzz I loved from alcohol and food. I
also had a bit of an obsession with my phone, social media, TV and online shopping!

I never truly felt my best, but I was always striving to get there by exercising
frequently and trying to control my love for food and booze. I was paranoid of putting
on weight and I never felt good in my own skin. Having stubborn fat, cellulite, stretch
marks and wrinkles made me feel unworthy. I was constantly trying to lose a few
pounds but would always put it all back on, a relentless battle. I had binge drinking
and eating disorders where I would often overeat or buy 'off limits' foods and binge. I
could happily polish off a couple of bottles of wine over the weekend but even more
at any social event. This made me feel happy, however it was just a temporary buzz. I
had recently started to have botox too but I put a stop to this as soon as I was aware.

I loved life minus my insecurities and holdbacks but this incredible  experience
opened so many new doors. Only once these negative habits and behaviours were
dispersing could I see just how trapped, unhealthy and disconnected I really was.
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I was in a cycle, relying on alcohol every single weekend to feel excited by life and
I just loved the uplift. It made me feel confident, happy and sociable. My food and
alcohol binges were enjoyable at the time but left me feeling guilty, ill, physically
drained, fatigued and low. I had a ridiculous amount of diet and self-development
books to try and help myself, but nothing ever seemed to work long-term.

Introduction



The reason I am sharing all of this is because from following this channelled
guidance I have ridded myself of so many ongoing issues whilst enjoying a
phenomenal amount of energy, creativity and enthusiasm for life. I never knew it
existed to feel this good, I had just settled with how I had become.

By removing deep rooted negative behaviours and creating a healthier happier
lifestyle I do generally feel my best. However it's been a deep healing and self-
development journey, which hasn’t been easy. In fact it's been absolutely
challenging in so many ways, but so worth it as I'm feeling more aligned,
energised  and empowered. I know i've been healing from serious illness, it's so
obvious now I look back at all my issues! It's been made clear to me that I must
stay on track to enable me to keep thriving so not to fall, the time is now to rise.

I was really starting to witness the power of manifestation with many things and I
was gaining more  understanding of  how the Law of Attraction works for and
against us. The signs and synchronicities have been so incredibly mind-blowing
and powerful but until you witness them for yourself you may not get it just yet. 

Since I ‘woke up’, I have become so connected and tuned into life like never
before, which is why I am sharing this with you. It became my mission  to inspire
others to understand that there's so much more to learn out there and a new way
of being to experience. This is the reason we set up a free community App 
 Tapped In a support network and healing services to assist those now awakening.

The reason I am sharing all of this is because from following this channelled
guidance I have ridded myself of so many ongoing issues whilst enjoying a
phenomenal amount of energy, creativity and enthusiasm for life! I never knew
it even existed to feel this good, I'd just settled with how I'd become to be.

“Improve
your-self to
change your

life and
enhance our

world.”
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https://www.proctorgallagherinstitute.com/6809/how-the-law-of-attraction-works
http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/


My whole life changed dramatically overnight, which is how I know the power in
what I am saying. I don’t just believe it to be true, I know, and I want you to too. 

This is my story, a story about the power of the mind and the importance of
understanding and connecting with this universal energy. A story where the Law of
Attraction and Spirituality became a big part of my daily life. I soon learnt just how
energetic and powerful our thoughts, words and actions were and how they
contributed to how life was planning out every single day. I could see just how
much power we all had over how our future was unfolding but most of us
completely unaware and asleep, being suppressed by so much else around us.

We often blame others and our life circumstances when things don’t go right,
wondering what the future holds for us, giving our power away. We get stuck in our
heads, worrying, stressing and overthinking, ruining the most important moment,
the present moment. I soon realised how crucial it was to keep my energy vibration
raised consistently by following the clear guidance I was tapping in to. I knew I had
to make some changes and adapt my life otherwise I was just coming crashing
back down to my lower-self who felt drained and ill. It didn't take long to recognise
the importance of prioritising self-care, especially on the not so vibrant days!

We are all ticking time bombs when it comes to our health and wellbeing, so it is
up to us to take our life back into our own hands. Take back control and learn to
live the greatest life we can by becoming our best-self, our higher-self. Being the
best version of you will then reflect outwards to your family and home life, creating
happier more positive environments where everyone can feel this high energy,
enjoying life to the full. Stop merely surviving it's now time to truly thrive!

My experience literally made me
‘wake up’ overnight, thrusting me into
a new higher state of consciousness
and level of awareness, there was no
going back. This was a confusing and
crazy time where I had absolutely no
choice but to self-educate about what
had just happened whilst learning
about the world from a totally new
perspective where I could see clearly. 

Life as I originally knew it was no more.
I felt different; everything felt different,
but I felt so  happy and free. It was a
completely mind-blowing experience,
which hasn’t just changed me but
impacted all of my close loved ones
who were just as confused as I was!
My siblings and I were then on this
new path where we've been learning,
healing and growing together.
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Life really starts to work out for us as we attract more positive opportunities,
abundance and people creating a life we love. You may have to make some
changes enabling you to grow and evolve otherwise we end up trapped in the
same old cycles, repeating the same negative habits and behaviours where
you will inevitably stagnate with deteriorating health and wellbeing.

My whole life changed dramatically overnight, which is how I know the power in
what I am saying. I don’t just believe it to be true, I know, and I want you to too. 

https://www.thelawofattraction.com/what-is-spirituality/
https://www.liveyourtruestory.com/live-in-the-present-moment-confidence/


I was realising so much about just how negative this world had become. How
wrong we were now living and just how right we could make it if more people
would just wake up. The truth is shocking, but the silver lining is the fact we can
change so much, we already are. The future is so exciting once you know more.

Getting to grips with everything these past few years has been challenging at
times, especially as some of my closest loved ones and beautiful friends were still
living in a lower state of consciousness, asleep, oblivious and completely unaware.

I've dedicated this time to my own deep healing by removing energy blocks and
deep wounds, channelling writing, being a visionary whilst evolving ideas to help
others, creating a free community and excelling in my own personal development.

It's been a journey, where whilst learning how to improve who I was becoming I
was also witnessing my family grow and evolve to a higher level of awareness.
This path is easier if you do it with those close ones around you otherwise you
pose the risk of growing apart, not together.

I have been working towards ideas that come to me daily whilst trying to figure out
what to do with it all. Being a busy mum, I was spending my evenings creating
ways to help others, I was on this new mission which was confusing at first. As I
have grown and embraced the flow, connecting and listening to my intuition and
this  inner-direction I feel I have been following my soul purpose. I am here to
inspire others to heal, grow and ascend as they learn the ways to raise their energy
vibration whilst revealing an upgraded powerful version of mind body and spirit. 
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You can enhance your life just by learning how to ‘tap in’ to your power by
expanding your consciousness away from limitations, the power is within.



I am just an ordinary girl next door with many scars and imperfections. A girl who
has changed her life beyond her wildest dreams. Just by ridding myself of many
ongoing issues caused by poor health, an overactive mind with negative self-talk
and a hectic, stressful, unbalanced and unhealthy, busy lifestyle.  

I was fortunate enough to grow up on a farm, making the most of the space and
freedom whilst enjoying my loving, caring close family. Our parents did a good job
bringing up three children whilst running a busy farm, but we've all had our fair
share of personal issues. You can see how generational traumas, wounds, fears
and parenting styles are passed down through a family lineage. The farmhouse
my parents still live in is incredibly spiritual and I can really feel the history and the
strong ancestral presence. There were many crazy unexplainable things happen
when we were growing up, so much so we had a priest come and bless the house.

As a small child I became covered in severe eczema alongside asthma and many
allergies which ruled my life for so many years. I can now see how this created
many personal battles such as lack of confidence, self-worth, self-love, self-
esteem, self-belief and anxieties. I was put on numerous medications and spent
my life traipsing up to London's Great Ormond Street Hospital seeing various
specialists and trialling out various treatments and medications. I actually enjoyed
the one to one time with my parents but looking back I can see how all of this
played such a big part in the damaged and lost adolescent I was to become.
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An Ordinary Girl Next Door 



From working in childcare my whole career I can now really see clearly where the
education system goes so wrong, causing all sorts of mental health issues,
anxieties, fears and inadequacies in our children from such a young age. Our
childhood is just so important in shaping who we are today, especially the first 7
years of our lives. Many issues stem from our childhood years which we hold on to
and never release. This causes problems later on in adult life and we often don’t
realise the root cause, unless we are actively trying to heal and work on ourselves.
This is why it is paramount we're raising children in healthy, positive, happy, loving,
safe environments. Children thrive with less pressure, control and strict rules with
more child-led learning, playing and experiences. We’re not educated to put focus
on our spiritual health and alongside poor food choices and a toxic environment
we're becoming overloaded and exhausted causing a disconnection to our higher
selves and a lack of life force energy. Hence why many suffer from depression,
anxiety, eating disorders, fatigue, anger, irritability and addictive behaviours.

My biggest hold-back has been my health. I never felt very healthy and struggled
with this my whole life; always feeling tired, lacking enthusiasm and motivation,
with a constant, severe brain fog. I was so determined to be successful and put my
heart and soul into my childcare career and then into my own beautiful children.

I found growing up hard work: I
struggled at school, never really feeling
good enough compared to my peers,
wishing that I could write neater, grasp
things quicker or go less red when
asked a question! School squeezes us
into a mould we don’t necessarily fit in
or want to conform to, which can often
make us not feel good enough in so
many ways. There is no way my
children will be part of such a damaged
system with how it currently is, and I
can’t wait to see this all change for the
better. Our children deserve so much
more but this is down to us to realise.
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I can now see how overloaded, toxic and disconnected I'd become and it
was just so clear how much my mind and body had suffered over the years.
 I had become a perfect product of society, like many.



It seems people generally live life on a lower energy frequency, meaning we crave
and rely on these outside sources of enjoyment and gratification to feel the buzz,
happiness, excitement, acceptance,  love, joy and euphoria which we're supposed
to feel naturally more often. The not so obvious addictions are phones, social
media, socialising, TV, porn, gaming, online shopping, working, caffeine, exercise,
sugar, smoking, drugs, plastic surgery and beauty enhancements.

The problem is we are overloading ourselves with heavy metals, chemicals and
toxins daily which is impacting our health and wellbeing. Not only that but we are
numbing ourselves from any stress, worries, discomfort and illness which is making
everything worse in the long run. We have to heal the root causes of our lower
energy vibration and combat any imbalances in our mind body and spirit if we want
to excel in life. By removing the lower feelings and energy blocks whilst improving
our mindset to be more positive, we will then clearly see how trapped, unhealthy
and lost we've all become as we further our knowledge and gain understanding.

My poor body image and negative self-talk was ongoing. I think when you add a
partner, house, children and work into the mix of life you have even more to deal
with. We often have very limited time for ourselves, putting everyone else first
which is detrimental to our own health and wellbeing. That’s why I am eager to
share with you how you can adapt your mindset and lifestyle to improve your life
for the better and fast because if I can do it, anyone can if they really want to.

Due to my love of alcohol and food I was in a constant cycle of battling weight gain
by yo-yo dieting all the time, never really getting where I wanted. It would always
be on my mind, conscious of what not to eat, pressure to exercise and negative
self-talk every time I glanced at a part of myself that I didn’t like.

No diets worked and I always ended up falling off track and putting on the weight
again. I was obsessed  with weighing myself, it would be such a mood changer
depending on if I had lost or gained. Never ever being satisfied with how I looked,
always comparing myself to women in magazines and this physique I dreamt of.
Not feeling happy in your body has such a negative impact on your mood and it
really did feel like a constant losing battle. Just one thing you despise about
yourself can rule your mind and your mood, lowering your vibration instantly.
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I can now see that I had huge blocks in my energetic body causing a lack of self-
belief, confidence, self-worth and self-love which are all crucial parts of success
and happiness. These blockages then manifest into physical and mental issues,
which I can now clearly see I had lots of! Alcohol and food became my release, I
relied on them to relax and enjoy life. The negative attachments were draining me
and adding to my deteriorating physical and mental health, I felt so trapped.



Not only was the constant yo-yo dieting bad for me, but I now know the serious
impact this was having on my mental health. When I was overloading my body
with alcohol and junk food, I was consuming so much sugar, toxins and additives
which were causing havoc in my mind and body, especially my hormones, mood,
skin, liver and gut health. I would notice the deterioration of my mood after an
unhealthy weekend because I would feel so unmotivated, lethargic and irritable
with a negative mindset. I felt out of control, stuck and in an ongoing cycle.

Come Monday I was starting again after I had taken a few steps back. I was getting
tired of this cycle, and it's only now I have broken free that I can see how
damaging it really was and how so many people are stuck in this hamster wheel of
living for the weekend. This cycle keeps you stagnated in a comfort zone never
really getting anywhere exciting, merely existing and only just  about surviving.

Now I know how amazing I can feel by being aware of what I am putting into my
body and increasing self-care, the difference is huge. To have a healthy mind, you
need a healthy body and to have a healthy body, you need a healthy mind!  

I was always looking at food as calories and weight gain when now it’s ALL about
what is in it and whether it’s going to heal and nourish me. I have learnt about how
fresh, natural, colourful wholefoods play a massive role in how you feel.  By eating
a high vibrational, rainbow coloured diet you will notice huge improvements both
physically and mentally. Don’t get me wrong some days I have chocolate for
breakfast but it's about balance, self-control and being in tune with your body.
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The next diagram explains how I was living in this cycle where I felt I was
going around and around, never truly getting where I wanted. I really thought
there was no way out of this cycle. I would begin to dread social events as I
knew I was going to ruin my hard work by drinking and eating too much.



Feeling amazing and full of energy
A balanced mind, body and spirit
Less bloated, feeling happier in own skin
More positive thoughts and feelings 
A happier, more focused aware mindset 
Feeling spiritually connected
Reaching goals easier and quicker
Noticing signs and manifestations
Loving feeling more creative
Feeling on top of things/life balance
Heightened self-belief and confidence
Strong connection to intuition and guidance
Enjoying expanding my knowledge
Happier relationships with loved ones
Feeling grateful for everything good in life
Excited and inspired by life
Things going well, living in the flow
Skin feeling and looking healthier
Prioritising a good self-care routine

Energised
Posititve 
Happy
Intuitive
Confident
Connected
Excited
Motivated
Passionate
Healthy
Content
Creative
Calm

Anxious about ruining hard work again
Over-Indulging with unhealthy food or alcohol
Negative thoughts and feelings creep back in
Not working out much feeling more lethargic
No time to nurture mind body and spirit
Less connection to higher-self/consciousness
Feeling overwhelmed with so much to do
Easily impacted by other energies
More constant ongoing inner chatter
Cravings for sugar, junk food, alcohol
Yo-yo up and down thoughts and feelings
Feelings of here we go again 
Wondering what to do differently this time!
Things seem to keep going wrong
Low self esteem and mood
Guilty feelings of ruining any hard work
Limiting self belief and faith
Lack of confidence and self-worth
Feeling old, ugly and fat!

Brain fog and unfocused
Weight gain and guilt
Emotional and hormonal
Up and down mood swings
Negative self-talk
Overactive mind
Poor sleep quality
Poor body image
Skin issues/complaints
Lack of motivation and focus
Lower thoughts and feelings
Easily stressed and irritated
Grumpy and short tempered
Dull ageing complexion
More prone to illness
Anxiety and panic attacks

Drained
Negative
Unhappy
Bloated
Unhealthy
Unbalanced
Depressed
Overwhelmed
Stressed
Anxious
Guilty
Moody
Reactive 
Tired 
Grumpy

Determined to follow a healthy lifestyle
Trying hard to stick to healthier food choices
Less cloudy minded, more focus and motivation
Starting to feel happier and more positive
Walking daily feeling more energised
Motivated and eager to achieve goals
Becoming more aware of thoughts
Reducing lower vibrational foods
Detoxifying from alcohol and junk
Making more time for self-care

Vibrating High
Positive Energy

Positive Mindset
Higher-self

Vibrating Low
Negative Energy

Negative Mindset
Lower-self
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Lifestyle Cycle of Energy



The problem is we live in such a toxic
world. Pollution is high and the soil and
water we drink is more toxic than ever
before. So not only do our bodies have to
fight with this daily, there are just so many
other ways we are abusing ourselves
without even realising it. It’s not just what
you put into your body through eating, but
also through our make up, skin and hair
care, cleaning products, medication, toxic
negative people, stress  and a multitude of
contributors in our environments.

The scary thing is our children are even
more toxic, they too are ticking time
bombs. Babies are born with over 200 toxic
chemicals in their cord blood and this is
before we inject them with many more.
Childhood cancers, behavioural and
neurological issues, food allergies, eczema
and asthma are just a few devastating
illnesses and conditions which are on
dramatic increase. They also have been
exposed to too much toxicity from such a
young age and their little bodies are
struggling to cope with the overload.

Getting children to eat healthy can seem
tricky but with many of us addicted to junk
from a young age it is crucial we start these
healthier habits when children are young,
being a positive role model is paramount.
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It’s not just physically, our children are
struggling mentally and emotionally
too. We have to make changes so they
can live healthier happier lives. If we're
not in the best place ourselves, we can’t
expect our children to grow up to be
the happiest and healthiest they can be. 



Our children’s health and wellbeing is being impacted by too much technology,
social media, junk food, vaccines, medication, stress, worries, anxieties and fear.

Once we realise the medical industry doesn't have our best health interests at heart
the quicker we will wake up and make some life changing alterations.

Finding large swollen lymph nodes on myself and my eldest daughter was another
wake up call to sort our lives out as I was being clearly guided to detoxify and heal
by making some important changes to improve our health and wellbeing.

I've always worked in the childcare sector and I have such a passion for helping
mums and families as they embark on this journey. I feel more support is needed to
enable us as parents to feel our best, which then reflects out in to our family life. 

We deserve to be enjoying life with less health issues, fears, worries and stresses.
Clearer guidance on how to live a healthier, happier life with more financial support
would help families feel less pressure, guilt and anxieties. Strong bonds and close
loving connections are crucial for our children's wellbeing and they are the future. 
 
You may have  begun to notice that more close friends and family are suffering
from serious health conditions due to our highly toxic, acidic, stressed bodies,
unable to cope with the overload we are subjected to daily. Once you begin
opening your eyes to it you'll be shocked and on a mission to make changes.
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My unhealthy mind and body were taking its toll on me and I had all sorts of
struggles. When we don’t feel the best in our mind and body it's reflected into our
life, our physical reality. Life becomes one constant chore and battle requiring a
phenomenal amount of effort and energy, which seems to dwindle more and more
each day the older we become. Goals seem unobtainable and daily life can feel a
bore as we daydream about more excitement, money and freedom. I think my
generation and younger will struggle with serious health issues unless we become
awake and aware now. I'd put money on it that we all have cancer and serious dis-
ease which we are contributing to daily, it can be undetected for up to 20 years.



In April 2017, life as I knew it came to an abrupt end from an experience that
rocked my world. Due to being steered away from alcohol before it destroyed my
health anymore, my brother and I were guided to try some cannabis, something I
hadn't touched since I was a teenager. I'd a new interest in cannabis and hemp
due to their well-known powerful healing properties, which are purposely
suppressed and hidden.  After just a tiny bit I didn’t like it as I felt waves of
paranoia creeping in, so I decided it wasn’t for me and went off to bed.

What happened next was out of this world crazy. I got into bed and listened to the  
hypnotherapy recording on my Relax and Sleep Well app by Glenn Harold, hoping
to drift off into a nice deep sleep. It was so far removed from anything I had ever
witnessed before but since then I have enjoyed tapping into this power so easily.

I had an out of body experience which was such a surreal, crazy, mind-blowing
thing to happen where I had no control over my mind or body. Within minutes of
listening my body felt fast asleep. I was looking down at myself and my life as all
these visions went through my head. Visions which made sense and showed me
where I was going wrong and how I could make it right. 

My body felt heavy, weighted down and unable to move as rushes of buzzing
electrical currents were rising throughout whilst feeling like I was magnetised to
the bed. It started from the bottom of my body and worked its way up. It felt like it
went on for ages, but I have no idea how long it lasted. Many of these visions have
already come true and I often have very shifting healing meditation sessions now.

The Day I Woke Up 
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I had an out of body experience which was such a surreal, crazy, mind-blowing
event where I had no control over my mind or body. Within minutes of listening,
my body felt fast asleep. I was looking down at myself and my life as all these
visions went through my head. Visions which made sense and showed me
where I was going wrong and how I could make it right.

https://www.herbonaut.com/benefits-of-marijuana/


I felt so many emotions during this experience and had tears pouring down my
face because it all made so much sense. I literally felt blockages remove from
what I know now to be my Chakras or energy centres. 

It sounds beyond crazy; I fully get that! However, this was real, and it's been proven
by the energy I feel in meditations and my energy healing sessions since then. It’s
been amazing connecting with others who do get this, making me feel a little less
mental whilst enjoying the excitement of this new path that's magically unfolding.

Since this abrupt awakening I was guided to meditate daily to reach this deep
hypnotic state. I was being intuitively guided to heal myself by releasing heavy
energies and toxicity whilst integrating the lighter frequencies. I've witnessed some
incredible healing and shifting moments within myself and others. I seem to tap
into such a creative streak with clear answers, guidance and insights for helping
myself and others. I'd become a visionary where I was tapping into a collective
mission, a mass awakening movement which we are all here for. So many people
seem completely unaware, asleep, unconscious, numbed and disconnected from
their power, just like I was - perfect products of society.

15

Meditating has opened so many doors for me both personally and professionally,
with this clear inner guidance and new direction. I've been creating so much at
once, dipping in and out of new ideas, trying my best to turn them into reality.
These are ideas I would never have thought of before this all happened to me and it
was all very out of my previous comfort zone. We really are the creators of our
destiny and once you learn to stay on track, being disciplined and focused, keeping
your energy vibration high you become healthier and happier. Life then adopts this
effortless flow as you gain further clarity, confidence, faith, energy and direction.

I've been on a mission to not only heal and raise my own vibration through various
self-taught techniques but to also help my family, friends and anyone who was
interested! I'm now reaching out to all those who are ready for change.

I felt so many emotions throughout this with tears pouring down my face
because it all made just so much sense. I literally felt blockages remove from
what I now know to be my Chakras or energy centres, the power was intense!



I've become a spiritual person, something I never considered myself to be before
as I would have said that was for hippies or religious people, both of which I'm not. I
feel like a modern day witch, creative visionary, intuitive healer and alchemist. 
I'm so excited for the future because I know it's incredibly bright and beautiful!

When we take a moment to realise what spirituality really is, it opens our minds,
making us realise just how wrong and off track we've all become in life. Being
spiritual is about being in a natural state of mind and body, feeling at peace and
free with this strong connection to our higher consciousness and spiritual world. As
we learn, grow and understand the importance of tapping into this powerful
unlimited life force energy, it enables us to thrive reaching a higher potential.

We begin to realise how we are all interconnected via this energy life source and
how the vibrational frequency we are giving out right now results in an attraction,
whether that's positive, negative or neutral. We then understand the importance of
frequently clearing our mind and bodies of any heavier energies, worries, stresses
and anxieties by removing the deeply rooted negative programming and wounds.
This enables us to focus on positive thinking, creating inspiration and motivation as
we witness shifts aligning us with our higher path transforming into our best-selves.

Just by putting our mind to what it is we want to achieve and working on clearing,
connecting and expanding our energy vibration daily, we begin to notice how life
starts to work out for us. Don’t just take my word for it, practise it for yourself and
do some research to see how recognised this all is, tapping in will change your life.

My belief system had shifted, and the veil had been lifted. I feel so lucky to have
escaped from this heavy load which weighs us down, suppressed, low, fearful,
controlled and completely mind programmed without even realising.

I feel sorry for people who don’t wish to learn more or those who shut the whole
concept down, they are the ones missing out. I quickly learnt that you can’t help
anyone who isn't aware or ready to help themselves. You soon see that by staying
in alignment you'll naturally attract the right people into your life.
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The tables are turning now as more and more people are Awakening to the
truth; waking up from a way of living which no longer works and realising
the true potential of who we are. Many inspiring people are already
following their heart and teaching the next generation in the most amazing
natural, nurturing, powerful and positive way whilst healing themselves too.
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The biggest shock was just how much things had changed the next day, I felt on
another level! I felt lighter, buzzed, excited, euphoric and uplifted with constant
giddy and excited feelings, alongside moments of confusion about what had just
happened to me. Sharing it with my siblings helped us to realise the power of this
and we were then on a mission to explore everything on a deeper level. I'd
become much more knowledgeable with this inner wisdom and clear guidance
which was so apparent it was baffling to myself and those around me.  

Many issues had dissolved, my mindset had changed, and I felt a happiness I'd
never experienced. I had this sudden overwhelming self-belief and confidence,
something I had always lacked which had held me back so much. I'd this new love
and respect for myself and my body; I didn’t hate how I looked anymore, all those
body holdbacks had dissolved into meaningless issues. I am far from perfect with
scars, wrinkles, stretch marks, cellulite, eczema blemishes, dry skin, misaligned
teeth, small boobs and an uneven complexion! But the difference now is that I
don’t let this take over my thoughts and life like it did before, my mind felt
peaceful. My goals and path had suddenly changed and I was on this new mission!

The Transformation 

Meditating enabled me to see clearly that if I wanted to keep living this
positive life, I must take back control of my mind, body and spirit. Through
meditation I was shown how I needed to rid myself of negative energies,
habits and behaviours whilst focusing on how I could enhance mine and
my family’s health and wellbeing which has already dramatically improved.



One of the biggest immediate changes was
my binge drinking and eating urge had
pretty much gone, I had this newfound
self-control. How had this happened
overnight when I had been battling with
this unsuccessfully for so many years?!  

It all seemed too good to be true and I was
worried it was just temporary. My family
were shocked with the difference in me
and they too were very puzzled! It helped
boost my siblings to keep going on our
self-development journey as it had proved
so much to us. The more research we did
the more we understood what had
happened to me and how incredibly
unbalanced we’d all become in mind body
and spirit. I now understand what inner
peace is and the sheer importance of it,
which is why I want to inspire others to heal
and reveal so they too can feel more
excitement, happiness and contentment.

It was like my mind and body had been re-
set, re-programmed and re-charged to
how it was always supposed to be. A veil
had been lifted where I was free from fear,
worry and pointless holdbacks that had me
trapped for so long. I'd shifted to a
noticeably higher vibration where I was
accessing my higher consciousness,
aligning with this new path and living life in
the present moment, most of the time.
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I now know that what I experienced
that night was a Kundalini Spiritual
Awakening, something I had never
even heard of. It was a confusing but
amazing time of self-awareness, self-
discovery and self-development.

https://www.gaia.com/article/kundalini-awakening-signs


It took me a good few months to get to the
bottom of it all and I understand that to
some I sound like a complete crazy person,
but this is real!  That life force energy I feel
is mind-blowing and keeping it flowing
daily is so important for thriving health and
wellbeing. I can now see clearly how we’ve
become so blocked and disconnected
from ourselves and the world around us
due to the modern way of living and lack of
knowledge. Being spiritual is actually the
natural way of being; however, we are far
from natural these days, as so many things
get in our way, but you will soon see that it
has been made this way on purpose.

Our bodies have energy centres or chakras
which is where this energy flows through.  I
can feel this, and I can also tell when I'm
blocked. When the flow of energy is
reduced in our bodies we feel our  lower-
self, suffering from a more negative
mindset, addictions, disorders, depression,
illness, fatigue, stress, fear and anxieties.

We all have stagnant energy and these
blockages manifest into physical, mental
and emotional issues. Once reduced and
removed you'll begin to notice huge
changes in how you feel, think and see.  As
you heal and remove these blocks and
wounds life begins to fall into place so
much easier as you feel lighter, happier,
more energised, balanced and aligned. 
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I was guided to learn Reiki Energy
Healing where I've felt some amazing
energy blocks be removed from myself
and others. It evolved into so much
more and I get such clear guidance
come through during these beautiful
and powerful sessions, I just love it!



We're actually super powerful beings, with far more
potential than many can imagine right now. When we
begin to detoxify we connect on a clearer, higher level,
which in turn enables us to have more control over our life.
By becoming our best-self and living in the present
moment more we can begin to use techniques to help the
Law of Attraction work for us in an amazing positive way,
where we can manifest more abundance. As we increase
our energy we will feel more alive, happy, creative,
passionate, inspired, focused, motivated and empowered. 

There are times when we feel like we have come crashing
back down but these days are when we need to stop, slow
down and take a break. Creating less hectic, rushed and
stressful lives is a priority but it is down to us to make the
necessary changes. Often old wounds come to the surface
needing to be recognised and healed so by learning how
to transmute and alchemise these energies through
meditation, grounding and conscious breathing, it will
change your life.

I know there'll be so many new healing treatments out
there as the world awakens, there is clever technology and
alternative medicines which have been purposely
suppressed and hidden from us. Even the powerful
properties of hemp are incredible and I can't wait for the
big comeback of one of the most sacred powerful plants.
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Energy blockages create a slow metabolism, making it harder to lose weight but
easy to gain. By working on yourself, cleansing and rejuvenating your mind and
body, you will then begin to find weight loss becomes easier as your body finds its
natural body state. Our lymphatic systems are in serious need of a boost by
flushing out toxins as we regain the energetic force required to thrive. Thick
cellulite, stubborn fat, deep wrinkles and skin issues are just some of the ways our
bodies are screaming out for help. Our adrenal glands become exhausted resulting
in feeling tired and drained more often than not. This is then a deterioration of
health and a decrease in life force energy unless we actively do something about
it. We can heal ourselves from so much if we just  improve our lifestyle whilst
creating more positive habits and behaviours. By gaining further knowledge and
understanding it helps us and our whole family to thrive, not just barely survive.

There are many ways to help keep the flow of energy, such as yoga, stretching,
deep breathing techniques, healing treatments, homeopathy and meditation. 
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Struggling lymphatic system
Liver pains and discomfort
Hormonal imbalances
Dull, dry uneven skin
Dark circles under eyes
Itchy/dry/puffy eyes
Extreme bloatedness
Sensitivities to foods
Water retention
Fatigue & lethargy
Irritability/Short fuse
Stubborn fat/Cellulite 
Easy weight gain
Stretch marks
Wrinkles, aging skin
Eczema and psoriasis 
Brittle nails 
Allergies
Hay fever
Mood swings
Painful trigger points 
Short heavy breathing
Headaches/migranes
Sinus problems
A look of unhealthiness
Common cold sores
Stomach pains
Digestive Issues
Constipation
Dizziness
Nausea
Body image issues
Low energy
Money blocks
No self-love
A lack of direction 

A feeling of unhealthiness
Disconnected to emotions
Lack of excited feelings
Lack of self-everything
Self-induced pressure
Lack of confidence
Easily irritated
Easily stressed
Binge drinking
Binge eating
Food cravings
Booze cravings
Social anxiety
Low erratic moods 
Poor sleep quality
Constant 'mum guilt'
Self-induced pressure
Always chasing time
Rushing around
Lack of life balance
Zero 'Me Time'
Always busy
Up and down feelings
A loss of direction 
Exercise pressure/guilt
Negative thinking
Negative self-talk
Overactive busy mind
Brain Fog/Overwhelm
Unfocused thoughts
Addictive behaviours
Worrying unnecessarily 
Never feeling good enough
Comparing myself to others
Envious of of others
Lack of enthusiasm
Low motivation

Ongoing Life Struggles 



By Tapping In I was literally being guided and shown the way, a new direction and
path was being laid out right in front of me. I just couldn’t understand where all this
knowledge was coming from or what I was supposed to do with it all! I'd this new
overpowering desire to help others whilst also encouraging my own family to
explore and learn more so they too could understand what this was all about.

Energy is all around us, life force energy, also known as Prana or Chi. Once you tap
into it you can use it for a whole heap of benefits and it’s actually incredibly
powerful and necessary for optimum health and a strong spiritual connection.

When you look at life in this more scientific and spiritual way you will begin to see
the world from a whole new outlook where there is a deeper understanding, and
everything begins to make more sense. This place exists where you can really find
yourself by releasing anything that's holding you back from connecting to this
inner power, spiritual senses and accessing a higher potential.
 
One of the biggest holdbacks we often don't realise we have is an unhealthy
overactive mind, constantly thinking, creating unnecessary worries and stresses,
making us feel anxious or irritable and often living in the past or future, rarely in the
now, the present moment. We hold onto negative emotions, thoughts and feelings
which result in energy blocks equalling in declining health and wellbeing.

Tapping In
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I quickly learnt the power of meditation and use it regularly to clear my mind
and energy whilst tapping into this guidance, seeing clear visions and raising
my energy vibration substantially. The key is in keeping yourself consistently
on a higher energy frequency in order to really tap into the Law of Attraction
and our spiritual powers that are ready to be developed and explored. 
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The mind is a powerful tool and by
regaining control of our mind body and
spirit connection it will in turn give us an
incredible influence over our life
direction. Our own inner self-talk has
become so negative, we really have
become our own worst enemies and
why? We are just not living in a natural
state of mind and body. Unhealthy
minds create unhealthy bodies which
will always result in poor health and
wellbeing, especially with the shocking
overload of  toxicity in our everyday life
and environments.

We've become ruled by our mind,
losing connection to our heart, intuition
and inner guidance meaning a lack self-
control, self-awareness and self-love.
We purposely have little knowledge
about the importance of nurturing our
spiritual health because it makes us
easier to manipulate and control.

Due to living a hectic, busy unconscious
life, we become depleted of energy
equalling in deteriorating health and
happiness. This is happening quickly
now due to the increase of external
stresses and toxicity overload.

Without more clarity and guidance we will just end up attracting more of what we
don’t want into our lives, often feeling like it's hard work to stay on top. It's so worth
putting in the effort to heal our mind and body to be in the best possible state of
health. This will help connect us on a deeper, more powerful spiritual level than
many can even imagine right now whilst improving the direction of our life's path.

This is ancient knowledge and wisdom, all of which has been cleverly hidden
from us to keep us held down and suppressed in a society which no longer
works. An unethical world where so much has gone wrong but it's now
noticeably changing which is paramount in order for us to survive and thrive.



My whole life changed dramatically overnight, which is how I know the power in
what I am saying. I don’t just believe it to be true, I know, and I want you to too. 

 I soon realised just how important it was to raise my vibration consistently and by
following the clear inner guidance I adapted my life so I could heal and rejuvenate
fast. Whilst quickly learning the serious need of prioritising daily self-care and
spiritual practise it enabled me to see my potential and I was no longer settling for
the old life I had been living. I could see clearly how that path was going nowhere
great and how unbalanced and ill I was becoming. It took a lot of strength and
determination to change but I am so glad I persevered without going back to my
old ways. Life naturally distanced me from many whilst I went through this process
as I felt it was essential to focus my energy on the important things and not put
myself in situations that I felt were draining me in any way. Our health is so
important and the time is now to make new aligned choices which will really see us
shift and grow into someone who we feel truly at peace with. 

We may have to make some changes in our life to enable us to grow and shift
otherwise we will stay trapped in the same old cycles, repeating the same
negative habits and behaviours where it's a struggle to thrive and survive.

The more I learnt about the healing properties of cannabis, hemp and other
incredible plant medicine the clearer things were becoming, everything had
become about money. The rich getting richer being driven by greed having no
care about the majority of us, we are all just cogs in one big f*cked up machine! It's
time we all woke up to the dishonesty of this world to take back our health, wealth
and freedom before it's too late. It's time to make a stand by uniting, not fighting.

I could see clearly how my poor body had been abused with medications from
such a young age, it disgusts me when the answer was so simple. Years of
suffering with awful skin issues, anxiety, fatigue and low moods all of which was
completely unnecessary and soul destroying. I have healed and released so much
that was weighing me down which is why I am sharing my story with you.
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Connecting with others on this path gives us the confidence, clarity and
companionship enabling us to shift quicker and rise higher. We learn so much from
others and as we become more aligned with our higher-self we find the right
people come into our life at the right time. You also may notice many friends and
family naturally becoming more distant because you don't seem on the same
wavelength anymore or certain energies just become too much. It's important to
have boundaries and to listen to your body and intution when making plans so you
don't do things just because you feel you have to as this can negatively impact us. 



I've connected with so many beautiful inspiring people now  and I am eternally
grateful for seeing the truth whilst enjoying this incredible power of tapping in to
my higher self which I'd been completely disconnected from. I truly feel that if I
hadn’t woken up, I wouldn't be here right now. I could feel my health deteriorating
so fast but I felt trapped unable to thrive. I know I've been healing from serious
health conditions and I've had to be incredibly strong minded to stay focused,
healthy and on track otherwise I would find myself losing yet again. 

By coming together, we can create the most amazing future for us and our
children but first we have to wake up, open our eyes and understand just how
asleep we have all been and how unwell we are becoming. Our children’s futures
are bleak if we don’t see the truth and make a stand to change together.

Unfortunately, poor food choices, incorrect medical
advice, a lack of spiritual health, a broken school system,
busy stressful family lives, outdated controlling and
distracted parenting styles alongside a failing society have
had a detrimental impact on our health and well-being.
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So many  people are becoming more conscious, awake and aware all over the
world and these powerful warriors are connecting with others spiritual warriors
causing a mass awakening.  Many are naturally shifted into a new level of
awareness through trauma, depression, childbirth or illness but to become fully
conscious there is inner work to be done alongside creating a healthier happier
lifestyle. Awakening is a natural process yet there is currently so much in our way.

We are all trapped in this matrix, programmed to be something we're not, living
life in an unnatural way, controlled and supressed on a lower level of vibration.
We soon realise how incredibly important it is to self-educate to see the world for
how it really is, because only then can we move forward and free ourselves.

Once you learn that you can actually have more control of your future by
adapting your mindset and lifestyle, you will never look back. You have to learn,
grow and evolve yourself to recognise that there is much more to life than you’ve 

Awakening is becoming aware. Aware of what we are thinking, feeling, eating,
saying, doing, absorbing and believing. It's about seeing life from a new
perspective where we're on a new healthy mission nurturing mind body and soul.

If we stay in our comfort zone, unaware and disconnected from ourselves and the
world,  our health and wellbeing will rapidly decrease whilst life feels like one
uphill struggle. We pose the risk of going through life with the same old deeply
programmed mindset with the same old negative behaviours, habits and coping
mechanisms where we are worn out merely existing and only just about surviving.

What is Awakening?
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Once we learn that we can actually have more control over our health and future
by adapting our mindset and lifestyle choices, we'll never look back. We then
learn, grow and evolve daily as we recognise that there is much more to life than
we've been taught. We live in an extremely dishonest, immoral and unethical
world and until we decide to understand more about it we're a complicit part of it.



Often becoming reliant on outside sources to make us feel better, such as alcohol,
drugs, porn, sugar, junk food, social stimulation, shopping, caffeine, TV and
technology.  These are all temporary buzzes which can uplift our mood only to
come crashing back down lower than before, leaving us feeling like a hamster in a
wheel of ‘here we go again’ or confusion as to why we feel so off balance or tired.

Some of these are ok in moderation but generally we abuse them by relying on
them too much which inevitably equals in depleted energy and exhausted health.

When our body strips back to its natural state from eating more natural, healthy
high vibrational foods our minds become clearer. We start to feel much happier
and more positive as we then notice the ways we're being drained and exhausted.

When on this higher vibration we gain more clarity and direction with such clear 
 intentions and guidance.  Being on a higher vibration more consistently by making
the right choices keeps us in alignment with our higher path and full potential.
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You will become more aware that we are all interconnected by this phenomenal
energy source and what you give out you will get back, whether that is positive or
negative. You soon realise that by having a healthy, balanced, natural body state it
creates a healthy happy balanced mind, and vice versa. 

Being aware of what we're putting into our bodies, both physically and mentally is
so important. Becoming mindful about what we eat and drink is the first step to
true success by  creating self-control. Our bodies need to detoxify and cleanse
from the many chemicals, toxins and unnatural substances it's being constantly
exposed to. The overload affects the way we think and feel causing many mental
and physical health issues. It can be a draining roller-coaster ride with ongoing
issues, such as a slow metabolism, anxiety, depression, hormonal imbalances,
erratic moods, poor immune systems, serious illness, ageing skin and fatigue.

This then enables us to become
so much more empowered as we
tap into our higher consciousness
where new ideas, creativity,
passions and unlimited positive
peaceful feelings encompass us
as we learn how to keep in
alignment for amazing things. 

Spiritual awakenings happen as a natural product of our soul evolving,
expanding and maturing. The more we strengthen the connection to our soul
the more of a noticeable transformation we will have. Meaning we can
consistently feel our best with increased love, joy, excitement and fulfilment. 



Clearer mind with these new inspiring goals
A huge boost in self-confidence and self-worth
Feeling repelled by alcohol and junk filled food

Feeling a new happiness that was beyond words
An obvious shift to a higher vibrational frequency
Insightful visions and guidance of this higher path
Noticing this huge gap between myself and others
A new more positive mindset with intuitive senses

Sensitive to negative lower energies from all around
The negative hold time had over me had disappeared

A newfound sense of direction and clear purpose in life
Realising my soul purpose to teach children and women
A strong inner knowing of how to reach my full potential
Noticing I was surrounded by harsh chemicals and toxins
Living life in the present moment the majority of the time

Understanding the blocks in my way and learning to remove
A more intellectual and knowledgeable mind with new ideas

A stronger connection and intensity of feelings and emotions 
Huge reduction in stress levels, worries and irritating feelings 
Understanding the link with vibrating high and feeling happier
A strong desire to help and guide others to heal and transform
A clearer understanding how this was a huge collective mission
A new understanding of Energy around us and within our bodies
Hugely empathetic towards others often feeling sorry for them
Happier thoughts about my body, embracing and respecting it

A strong connection to my higher consciousness and higher self
A need to meet others who understand life on this deeper level
Heightened creativity and new ideas constantly coming through

Clear plans to help others see the way to accelerate their journey
More understanding of the impact of positive, negative vibrations

Energy explosive meditation sessions refreshing and recharging me
Realising the powerful positive impact my story can have on others
Strong inner guidance, profound intuition, gut feeling and instincts
Realising to only try and help people who come to me and ask for it
Overwhelming maternal instincts with clear guidance and direction
Strong guidance to improve my physical, mental and spiritual health

Living life in a 'go with the flow' kind of way with this undeniable faith
Understanding how it was a healing journey which has ups and downs
New profound psychic and clairvoyant skills through third eye opening

A strong connection to a higher source which has opened so many doors
A new understanding of the process of how to get others on a higher vibe
Being guided to delve deeper into spirituality and the power of protection
Recognising this was the way to enable me to feel truly happy and fulfilled
Revisiting and healing from childhood, school, relationships and parenting
Strong self-belief in my choices and decisions to feel healthy and successful

A quick realisation that I needed to prioritise self-care and spiritual practice 
Inner knowing of the key being to detoxify to help raise vibrational frequency
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My Awakening Signs



To understand energy on a whole new level we have to go back to
acknowledging that everything around us and within is made up of energy. 

Quantum physics shows that everything in the universe is energy and electrical
currents. It theorises that as you go deeper and deeper into the workings of the
atom, you see that there is nothing there – just energy. An atom is actually an
invisible force field, a kind of miniature tornado, which emits waves of electrical
energy. Our bodies are made up of atoms which are continuously giving off, and
absorbing, light and energy, all of the time. Cells in the body are made up from
atoms, which possess a negative and a positive charge. So, every cell in our body
is like a miniature battery containing Life Force Energy or Chi. 

 

Ancient knowledge of the energy of the body, the flow of chi and the importance
of balancing our energy fields (physical, emotional and spiritual) is starting to
become more discovered as more and more of us are being adversely affected
by stress, pollution, radiation, and the fast-paced lifestyle of today’s world. 
By connecting to this energy source and using it to uplift and recharge us we then
notice a significant improvement in all areas of our health and wellbeing.

Energy in and Around Us 
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There's so much ancient knowledge and wisdom out there about this amazing
unlimited energy source and powerful spiritual senses , but these facts are
hidden away to keep us asleep and unaware. By tapping into your power and
raising your energy vibration it enables you to magically co-create your life.



If we look at the human body and go down
the scale, we find cells, molecules, atoms
and pure energy. We have energy moving
in every cell inside our bodies: our blood is
rushing energetically through our veins; our
nerve impulses are a wave of electrical
activity that passes from one end of a
neuron to the other. 

We all vibrate energetically at a particular
frequency. You will notice it with different
people you meet that you will be drawn to
and connect to people either on the same
vibration or higher. The lower the
frequency, the denser and heavier your
energy is, and the heavier your problems
seem. You will notice someone who has a
low vibe because you can feel it first.  

A low vibration may mean you feel pain in
your physical body and experience heavy
emotions, low feelings and mental
confusion. You probably feel tired with life
seeming a struggle and it can feel hard
work to accomplish any of your goals. Your
life then takes on a negative quality which
usually means you will attract more of this
dark heavier energy into your life through
people, circumstances and events. 
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We all vibrate energetically at a
particular frequency. We can notice it
with the different people we meet as
we're drawn to those on either the
same vibration or higher. The lower the
frequency, the denser and heavier our
energy is, and the worse our problems
will seem. We often notice someone
who has a low vibe because we can
feel it first and it can be draining.

We have the ability to learn how to manage stress and happiness levels
through breath control, movement and intention by creating an abundant flow
of Chi. There are many things which affect us externally that maybe out of our  
control so we must learn to protect ourselves. By creating and maintaining a
protective energy field it prevents the external from penetrating our subtle
(energy) body. This is done by creating a strong energy field in and around us
which keeps our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual body strong and
balanced in the presence of either direct or indirect negative energy. 



When our energy vibration is high, we will
feel good, happy, positive and empowered.  
We feel lighter in our physical, emotional,
and mental bodies so we're less likely to
have physical or mental health issues. We
will experience more positive thoughts,
feelings and emotions where we have
increased personal power, confidence and
clarity, often feeling excited by life. We can
deal with our emotions and situations so
much better when we're on a higher
vibration as  we react less to those around
us and generally feel on top form. Life then
begins to adopt a natural flow where we
feel more  peaceful, enjoying the moment
whilst manifesting our desires with ease.
Life becomes increasingly positive, happier,
healthier and more exciting  as we begin to
notice things going right for us more often.  

The main focus here is YOU. You have to
sort yourself out to be a happy positive
person before anything else in your life can
change. The way you react to others and
life circumstances is crucial in your
happiness.

Once we realise the impact our mood and
energy vibration has on the those around us  
we can then do the things we know
recharge and empower  us because it's
hugely beneficial and life changing.

When on a higher vibration we also
connect deeply to our intuition and clear
inner guidance, which  enables us to feel
balanced in mind, body and spirit. We've
the ability to tap into new ideas, passions,
direction and dreams we were previously
disconnected, closed  and shut down from.
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The main focus here is YOU. By
becoming more mindful and aware of
your own energy and inner world you
can change so much so quickly. The
way we react and respond to others
and our life circumstances is crucial
in our happiness and success.



Making a child laugh and enjoying moments together

Sitting down with a cup of tea and complete peace

In depth chats with those on your wavelength

Turning up the music and dancing around

Catching up with an inspiring friend

Singing along to a favourite song

Playing with or stroking a pet

Quality time with loved ones 

Yoga and deep breathing 

Walks in the countryside

Meditation and zoning out 

Doing something creative  

An act of kindness to others

Relaxing in a detoxifying bath

Reading a good inspiring book

Being pampered time to yourself 

Energy healing and group sessions 
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By getting the good feelings flowing we can uplift ourselves and those
around us. There are so many ways we can do this and many of these are
an instant uplift and so easy to fit into our day. The more often we can do
the things which raise our vibration whilst removing those known to lower
our vibration we'll stay in alignment more consistently. Meaning the quicker
we will notice positive shifts in how we feel, think and enjoy life. 



I'd always heard people talk about living in the flow, but I never really got it, until
now. Living in the flow has changed my life, it’s amazing! Life in the flow means
you are living in alignment, following your path in life with ease and enjoyment.
Life comes TO you, you attract life, rather than trying to get where you want to be
by forcing control, overthinking  and stressing over everything. This just causes
resistance meaning things go wrong because it lowers our vibration, often
changing our direction and path ahead as we become misaligned onto a lower
path. We begin to really notice how our thoughts and choices determine our
success, happiness  and fulfilment so we become incredibly mindful and fast!

Generally, we live life in our heads, thinking about what needs to be done, where
we need to be next, often creating feelings of stress, rushing and irritation. We are
constantly on the go, seeing to life’s constant demands, rarely stopping and
enjoying the moment or giving ourselves a much needed peaceful break.

I was often telling my daughter ’hang on’ or ‘in a minute’ when she asked me to do
something and  that I was ‘too busy’ right now. I always thought I needed to get
everything done, clock watching, putting unnecessary pressure on myself and
her. Have you ever tried to rush or hurry a child? It rarely ends well and it’s
something that massively stresses us out! We now live such a peaceful, happy life
where I follow my children's lead and needs whilst prioritising my own self-care.
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Living in the Flow 

Generally, we live life in our heads, thinking about what needs to be done, where
we need to be next, often creating feelings of stress, rushing and irritation. We're
constantly on the go, seeing to life’s demands, rarely stopping and enjoying the
moment or giving ourselves a much needed peaceful break. Self-care is seen as 
a luxury not a necessity meaning we often become run down and low. We can 
 often have quite a negative mindset with a very self-critical inner voice.



Living an intuitively led life requires a whole heap of trust, belief and courage,
which I did struggle with at first. When you have faith that everything is planning
out and unfolding just as it should be you begin to enjoy life on a whole new level
more consistently.  You remove the time hold has over you as you know that as
long as you are working on yourself whilst being your best to others, things will
work out for the best.
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Time is what ruins us, our race against time. People are filled with a fear of aging
and reaching big birthday milestones. Fear or disappointment at not achieving or
being where we wanted to be by a certain point in life. Time in our day can often
go quick as we rush around trying to get everything done, often running ourselves
into the ground. This can result in us not feeling our best, lacking energy and
patience, reaching for a much-needed uplift like food or alcohol to help ease the
lower feelings and temporarily make us feel good and comforted.

Giving ourselves lots of tasks to accomplish in one day often leads to feeling
disappointed when not many things have been completed. Day in day out of this
hectic way of living results in a crash back down feeling drained, low, fatigued and
irritable. These are the days we need to rest and restore our health and wellbeing.

Living an intuitively guided life requires a whole heap of trust, belief, courage  
and confidence, which I did struggle with at first. When we have faith that
everything is planning out and unfolding just as it should be we begin to
enjoy life on a whole new level more consistently.  We remove the hold time
has over us as we know that as long as we're working on ourself and
becoming our best to us and others, things will work out for the best anyway.



Witnessing crazy signs and synchronicities such as number patterns 11:11
An inner knowing, trust and faith you are on the right path
Feeling so happy, content and excited more often
New opportunities keep coming your way 
Tapping into new ideas and dreams
Feeling so much love and joy often
Sensing how others are feeling
A clear mind with more guidance 
New life direction and big goals
Noticing manifestations happening
Increased inner peace and clarity 
The right people come into your life
So much more energy and creativity
Self-care becomes an effortless priority
You vibe with others so effortlessly 
Saying ‘no’ to things becomes easy  
You set clear healthy boundaries 
Easily speaking your truth feeling strong
Certain things seem to trigger you less
More laughing and feel playful

Nourish and nurture your mind, body and spirit by prioritising self-care 
Heal yourself from past issues by doing any inner shadow work
Remove any negative habits and behaviours keeping you trapped 
Nurture, love and inspire those around you as you grow and evolve
Keep your vibe high, feeling happier and content more often
Reprogram your mind to be more positive and powerful
Believe in yourself with more positive inner self-talk
Learn to speak more positively each day
Forgive yourself when things don’t go to plan
Become less reactive and irritated by others 
Become more light-hearted, fun and playful
Laugh more and bring out your great sense of humour 
Remove negative behaviours such as gossiping, judging others, shouting
Release negative feelings like fear, worry, stress, impatience, irritation, anger, jealousy
Acknowledge what areas of your life are'nt making you happy and shake things up

Once you do this you will reconnect with your spirit, improving your spiritual health and
wellbeing. Your spirit will come alive and you will feel happy, buzzed and positive which then
means you are raising your energy vibration and tapping into this life force energy.
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How to become your best:

Awakening & Alignment Signs

How to Stay in Alignment



Why it's time to Detoxify NOW!

Skin Conditions

Constipation

Mood Swings

Hormonal Imbalance 

Tiredness

Digestive Issues

Irritability 

Negative Thoughts

Negative Feelings & Emotions

Insomnia 
Stubborn Tummy Fat

Food Sensitivities & Intolerances

Highly Emotional

Headaches

Brain Fog

Muscle Pain

How Toxic Are You?

Memory Loss

Low Energy
Lack of Sexual Desire

Anxiety

Food Cravings 

Easy Weight Gain

Depression

Allergies

Thyroid Problems
Hay fever

No Motivation

Cellulite
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Addictions

IBS

Nervousness

Physical Pain/discomfort
Internal Inflammation 

Arthritis



The more toxic our life is at this present moment; the likelihood is that our health,
wellbeing and lifestyle quality will decrease rapidly as time goes on. Over the last 50
years, the environmental pollutants in our air, water, and soil have dramatically
increased creating a very toxic world. Whilst I would love to help with the
environment, my first port of call is to help other women like me because we are
adding to our body’s toxicity every day. Now we know how much this is linked to our
hormones and feeling happy I'd like to share with others what I know and how we
can  dramatically improve our overall health, both physically, mentally and spiritually.

Not only this but we have a responsibility as mothers and parents to guide our
children to lead healthier lives. Unfortunately, with so much junk food and
technology aimed at our children, it can feel like an impossible task but it is up to us
to be positive and influential role models to help the whole family's health improve. 
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We have to become amazing role models to our children by eating healthier and
speaking more positively which will all come more naturally when we look after
ourselves first. Self-care is huge in all of this to stop our energy becoming
drained as we keep revisiting our lower self. We align higher, making healthier
choices and decisions becoming more present, playful, happy and empowered. 
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Microwave

Junk Food

Make Up

Hair Products

Unfiltered Water

Deodorant 

Unethical Cheap Meats

Alcohol

Cigarettes

Artificial Sweetener

Sprayed Supermarket Fruit & Veg

Overactive MindProcessed Meats

Takeaways

Fast Food

Immunisations

Urban Living

WiFi

Phone Signal

Toxic People

Fizzy Drinks

Cheap Toxic Fish

EMFs from Technology

Skincare Products

Stress

Long Life Food

Cleaning Products

Sun Cream 

Unnatural Protein Shakes

Tinned Foods

Metal Fillings

Table Salt

Non-Stick Pans

Paint Fumes

Lack of Exercise

Food Additives

Plastic

Pollution

Gel Nails

Tattoo Ink

Medication

Sugar
Pesticides 

Aluminium Foil

Botox

Breast Implants

Contraceptives

Fake Tan

Irritable Persona

Complaining

Worrying

Weed Killer

The Media

The News

Big pHarma

Fabric Softener

Perfume

Debt

Self-Disgust

Disinfectant 
Hand Sanitizer 

Unpronouncable Ingredients

Antibacterial Soap

Unnatural Candles

Hair Dye

Social Media
Porn

Over-Exercising

Detoxifying Our Lifestyle

Comparison

Drugs

Caffeine

Meaningless sex
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Toxins and chemicals are heavily linked
to cancer and other serious diseases and
illnesses. Our gut health has become
destroyed from years of self-abuse and
over indulgence often eating foods
which lack real nourishment. Our gut is
like our second brain so if it isn’t
functioning properly, we will suffer with
anxiety, depression and up and down
moods. We have such hormonal
imbalances which are causing even
more serious symptoms and issues. Most
unaware people will suffer from leaky
gut syndrome, candida and gut
imbalances causing a lower mood,
irritation and energy slumps. 

In the west, we eat more food than we need and consume so many of the wrong
things which are harmful to our gut. We don’t have enough understanding about
the importance of having good gut health when it is such a key factor in improving
our mental health.  Our gut is where nutrients are absorbed, and toxins are
removed so it is imperative it is functioning well.

Once you have reduced the toxicity in your life you will begin to feel happier and
healthier with a clearer mind and more focus and motivation. This is when you can
go to the next level and really become your best-self by adapting your mindset to
become more positive and happier whilst learning how to manifest your ideal life,
which you do deserve. 

True health is more than just what you are eating and the physical state of
your body.  It's about creating a healthy lifestyle where you are excited,
energised and inspired by life. This energy fulfils us on a physical, mental,
emotional, and spiritual level. If any one of these areas are out of balance, it
will stop your ability to create an overall vibrant state of health and
happiness. Trust me, I lived an unbalanced life for years and this new way
of being has opened so many doors for me. I love life more than ever! 

A high vibrational, fresh, colourful and
healing diet is one of the most
important foundations for optimal
health and wellbeing an amazing and
abundant future.



Heal wounds

Salt Baths

The Law of Attraction

Filtered water

Make connections

Farm shops

Kombucha

Spiritual guidance

Love yourself

Essential Oils

Small businessesSelf-worth

Rejuvenate

Strengthen Aura

Rest and relax

Declutter home

Lymphatic drainage

Likeminded friends

Gut Instinct

Shop locally

Technology detox

Organic produce

Spiritual connection

Cleaning Products

Cooking fresh

Healing superfoods

Guide others

BPA free plastic

Set boundaries

Learn Reiki

Deep breathing

Hot/cold therapy

Colon cleanse

Social Media break

Meditation time

Herbal Teas

Cut negative ties

Self-acceptance

Natural sweetener 

Mindful exercise

Toxic free make up

Embrace beauty

Natural cleaning

High vibe diet

Fermented Foods

Dream big

Intuitive senses

Open third eye

Less pressure

Ethical foods

Whole foods

Destress often

Hemp products

Weight loss

Positive mindset

Flight mode

Nature walking

Healing therapies

Positive role model

Homeopathy

Go natural

Time alone
Creativity

Cut cords

Fresh Juices

Cleaner & Healthier Living

Hearts guidance 

Orgasms

Soulful sex
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Energy Healing

Kindness

Presence

Stretch

Sound healing

Spiritual practice
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Raising Your Vibration
Breathing Technique

Find some time where you can have 5 minutes peace and quiet. Our days are
often filled with ongoing noise so this silence is incredibly powerful and very
much needed! I like to place one hand on my heart and one on my lower
abdomen/sacral chakra but see where you are guided to place your hands. 

Start by taking in a breath through your nose and keep going until you literally
can fit no more in and HOLD. Hold this in until you feel ready to release and
slowly breathe out through your mouth in a controlled way all the way until there
is nothing left to give and HOLD again for around 5+ seconds. Take note of how
your energy in your body feels as it expands and rises as you breathe and hold,

Repeat this and practise holding your breath each time for slightly longer periods.
You may become light headed but instead of feeling scared, embrace this feeling
and breathe into it. This is your vibration literally rising where you may feel the
‘natural high’ and a light, uplifted and content feeling. Repeat at least 5 times.

To amplify the power understand more about the main chakras within your body
and their colours whilst setting intentions to clear, rebalance and enhance the
flow of energy. Do this exercise often and you'll notice a difference, from a more
positive mindset and happier feelings to mind-blowing signs and synchronicities!

This technique I have self taught, practiced and
perfected as I was strengthening my soul
connection by amplifying this life force energy.
The power is in breathing consciously which
means mindfully taking in much deeper
breaths compared to what we usually do. I was
noticing that I was able to increase my energy,
uplift my mood and expand my consciousness
just by doing this each day its literally raising 
 our vibration. It can be done pretty much
anywhere, any time and  by adding it into our
every day routine we noticeably thrive. It's
especially effective when first waking up in the
morning, to overcome stressful moments or
whenever  tiredness creeps in. The best
positions are sitting upright, standing or laying
down on the ground!



I hope from reading about my personal experience you will see the power we
hold deep within us. All too often I hear people’s excuses of being too busy,
lacking the energy, enthusiasm or motivation to change anything in their lives, but
will still moan about things! I totally get it, that was me and I even catch myself
saying these things sometimes! Our future really is in our hands now, so take back
your power now by making some important and necessary changes to thrive.

With everything going on in the world right now it really is time for people to
realise our health and wellbeing is at risk especially our beautiful children. The
sooner we collectively wake up and see that together we can change so much so
quickly for the better. It is down to each individual to do the inner work, become a
healthier person, guiding their families by reconnecting, healing and becoming
stronger, healthier and wiser, ready to be part of this amazingly beautiful shift.

By delving deeper into life whilst mastering your mindset and adapting your
lifestyle you too can begin to refresh and renew parts of your life to enable you to
truly create a life you love! If you feel unhappy or dissatisfied with any part of your
life, you have the power to make the changes, it’s up to you. Life will always have
challenges but see these as opportunities to grow, not allowing anything to get in
the way of you reaching a higher potential than you're currently settling with. 

It's Time to Take
Back Our Power 
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Aimee channelled The 6 Step to Contentment to create a Formula to help
others raise their vibration, improve their health and feel more spiritually
connected.  Aimee is offering distant energy healing using her powerful Align &
Shift activating method along side the 6 Step Formula and intuitive guidance. 
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Grow a free network of lightworkers, visionaires, healers and awakening souls
Open eyes to the importance of a healthier, happier shared vision for the future
Create a Supermum Warrior peaceful movement for mums and our children 
Share healing knowledge and inspiration to help others transform and ascend
Design healing farm retreats and events inspiring others to heal grow and rise
Collaborate with others to provide the teaching and tools for spiritual growth
Support families going through incredible healing transformational journeys
Provide powerful distant healing sessions both for groups and 121 treatments
Enjoy my life, my beautiful family and all those new souls I'm connecting with 

The Mission
I've been working towards putting my intuitively guided plans into action by growing
communities of likeminded people and businesses who're ready for change.
As life takes a new higher path we become more empowered, connecting with our
own inner guidance whilst gaining a deeper understanding of our soul's purpose. This   
creates such positive powerful shifts within ourselves and the world around us.

http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/


Diet

ThoughtsLove

Speech

Care

Learn

ContentmentContentment

THETHE

Steps toSteps to66

The 6 Steps
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I am mindful of
what I eat to

nourish myself 

1S T E P  3
I am mindful of
what I think and

how I feel

2
Diet

S T E P  S T E P 

Thoughts Speech

I am mindful of
what I say and
how I respond

The 6 Steps Mantras
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D O U G H  I T  Y O U R S E L F

I am mindful of
what I do to be

my best-self

4S T E P  6
I am mindful of
furthering my
knowledge to

gain insight

5
Care

S T E P  S T E P 

Learn Love

I am mindful of
showing love to

myself and others

The 6 Steps Mantras
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Recommendations

Gabby Bernstein
Lynette Duncan
Aaron Doughty
Elizabeth April
Rosanne Grace
Magenta Pixie

Lorie Ladd
Viktor Oddo
Ryan Martin
Chris Kirkof
Jen Mccarty
Hay House

 Louise Hay
Circle of Mamas
Dolores Cannon

The Green Parent
Rebecca Campbell

The Medical Medium
Revive Yourself

The Health Pantry 
The Sober Girl Society

Breathe Magazine
The Motherhood Project

 
 

Rebecca Shaman
Dr Joe Dispenza
Dr Dani Gordon
David Rodriguez

Russell Brand
Fearne Cotton
Glenn Harold

Phil Good
Gaia.com

Avalon Rituals
Stardust Vibes
Rising Woman
Higher Visions
And Crystals
Star Magic
Kyle Gray

The Healing Space
Goddess Liberation
Alchemist Next Door
Collective Evolution

The Energetic Alchemist
The Divine Feminine UK

Star Blossom India

Inspirational people on my journey
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https://gabbybernstein.com/
https://www.instagram.com/oracleofyoursoul/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC48MclMZIY_EaOQwatzCpvw
https://www.youtube.com/c/ElizabethApril
https://www.instagram.com/rosanne.grace/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/magentapixie/
https://www.instagram.com/lorie_ladd/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjerQpCYV_kL-IbQZNVHVPQ
https://www.instagram.com/revive_yourself/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/chriskirckof/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/jenmccarty144/?hl=en
https://www.hayhouse.co.uk/
https://www.louisehay.com/
https://circleofmamas.com/
http://dolorescannon.com/
https://thegreenparent.co.uk/
https://rebeccacampbell.me/
https://www.medicalmedium.com/
https://reviveyourself.co/
http://thehealthpantry.co.uk/
http://thehealthpantry.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/sobergirlsociety/?hl=en
https://www.breathemagazine.com/
https://www.instagram.com/themotherhoodprojectnz/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/rebekahshaman/?hl=en
https://drjoedispenza.com/
https://drdanigordon.com/
https://www.instagram.com/davidninorodriguezofficial/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/user/russellbrand
https://www.officialfearnecotton.com/
https://www.glennharrold.com/
https://www.instagram.com/philgoodlife/?hl=en
http://www.gaia.com/
https://www.instagram.com/avalonrituals/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCycNWQoqcSzsQsF3R8P-pFg
https://www.instagram.com/risingwoman/?hl=en
https://www.highervisions.net/
https://www.andcrystals.com/
https://www.starmagichealing.com/
https://www.kylegray.co.uk/
https://www.the-healing-space.co.uk/
https://www.goddessliberation.com/
https://www.instagram.com/alchemistnextdoor/
https://www.collective-evolution.com/
https://www.collective-evolution.com/
https://www.collective-evolution.com/
https://www.starblossomindia.com/


Topics to Research

Out of Body Experience
Spiritual Awakenings
Kundalini Awakening
Holistic Healthcare

Spiritual Healing
Life Force Energy

Energetic Body
Ascension

Natural Healing
Homeopathy

Energy Healing
Hemp Uses

Cannabis Power
Plant Medicine
Psychedelics

Ayuashka
Oracle Cards 

Meditation
Raising Vibration
High Vibe Foods

Heavy Metal Detox
Technology Detox
Lymphatic System
Power of Positivity

Conscious Breathing
Functional Medicine

Energy blockages
 

to enhance your journey
 

The Law of Attraction
The Law of Vibration

The Law of Karma
Soul Connection
Divine Masculine
Divine Feminine
Psychic Abilities
Hypnotherapy 
Solfeggio Scale
Binaural Beats
Sound Healing

Grounding
Sun Gazing
Archangels

Spirit Guides
Affirmations
Visualisation 
Vision Board
Astral Travel

Synchronicities 
High Vibration
Clairvoyance

5D World
Prana/Chi
Third Eye
Chakras

Aura 
 
 Find more knowledge & wisdom in the                               Community 
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http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/
http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/
http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/
http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/
http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/


The day I woke up was a phenomenal event
Confusion as to where the old me went

Spending this time getting to grips
With all sorts of info and rabbit hole trips

 
As I lay here magnetised to my bed

Witnessing visions going through my head
Powerful energy surges pulsating

Feeling as if my whole body’s vibrating
 

Wondering what on earth is happening
Shocked, bewildered and rather baffling 

Seeing beyond the usual dream state
My third eye open I could no longer wait

 
I was tapping into something quite surreal 

Trying to understand what I could feel
A new exciting journey had begun

Naive to how much there was to be done
 

So many highs with a few painful lows
A bumpy ride with nowhere to go

I had to delve deep, I had to understand
What had been hidden and so carefully planned

 
Stripped of our powers, suppressed and controlled 

Never quite reaching any of our goals
Health deteriorating, life becomes a struggle

Everything around us seeming in such a muddle
 

Life busy not much time to wind down
Causing such an impact all around

Our minds over active with worry and stress
Whilst trying our hardest to be our best

 
One step forward ten steps back

Some days feeling like you’re going to crack
Once the switch has been clicked and you’re awake
You have no choice but to be strong, to not break.

 

The Day I Woke Up
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I've been guided to distance from too many social media platforms so I'm
focusing on growing Tapped In so please get in touch here or by email. 

 
Tapped In is for any likeminded people and businesses passionate about

healing, spirituality, wellbeing and self-development ready to guide others to
heal & grow. By creating a community of concious and awakening people we

can shift to a higher world by inspiring, connecting and co-creating. 
 

I am also looking for other inspirational women to share their stories,
communities or businesses alongside co-hosting podcasts and videos

through Inspirational Girl Next Door.
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Connect & Collaborate 

Free Awakening & Ascension App
Community

http://www.tapped-in.co.uk/
http://www.ignd.co.uk/

